
Grade 1 (150)
acorn crisp going loft planet
alert crown grade lunch pray

always daze grain mad prize
apple dislike grapes magnet pulp
awake doctor         happy mane puppy
away done hardly maze quilt
badly dragon heater mercy rang

bedtime drop hobby milk recess
before ears holding mister respect
behind eat hope mitten risk
beside eel icon moody room

bird elbow item morning sank
block father jet myself second
blue ferns job name see

boring finch joyful nest shadow
brand fist just next shark
broken flavor kidnap north ship
burp float lace number shirts
butter fluffy ladybug oats silly
carrot folds lamp ouch sleep
case foxes lawn pages slower

choose game leep paper small
corner girl lice pancake snack
count glad limited pillow soggy
crane globe link pizza sold

Grade 2 (200)
acid chime freeze lookout riddle
acre chuckle frown maple road

actress circle fuddy-duddy markers rough
alarm click garbage medium royal
alien comb giggle meow rules

animals comma glide midway running
anyone corner globe might safety
artwork correct grain miles sandal

backdrop crayon grasp misery sapling
badge crowd grass Monday scarecrow
badly crumbs gremlin morning scatter

banana cursive growl needle selfish
banjo daisy hair neighbor shiny

barefoot dentist happen news shrubs
barge deputy hatch nose skirt

baseball disco hawk object splinter
bawl disguise heart ocean stopped



beach dribble high orbit stroller
beehive earn honeybee otters swoosh
between eggplant hungry paddle tangled
bicycle elbow hurry pages telephone
birthday eleven icing paint temper

bitter energy ignore pair thorn
blacktop every indigo pastel thumb
boring extra inhale phone thumb
bottle eyelid invent piano toast
braces fable ivory please together
braid fancy ivy pluck trick

bridge fence judge polite turnip
brown ferns king pouch turtle
bucket fever kitchen prefix tusk
bumpy fifth know presto uncle
burst fighting lasso princely urban

cactus Fiji layer prowl value
catch float leader quest violin
cents flour least quick wildlife
chalk flunk lesson rainbow wary

chance folds library ranch yawn
cheek food lipstick ready young

children force litter remember zero

Grade 3 (208)
abandon English influence memorize pottery
abnormal enormous inspect might pounce
allowance examine intelligent milestone prevented

alpha excellent invention modest private
ambition experience jacket moisture protect
arcade farewell jagged monkeys publish
avoid faucet janitor mortal pudding
ballad favorite jersey muscle raccoons
belief feature junction mustard rafters

boasted finicky kibble muster rather
bogus flicker knock nectar remember
breeze flung landmark negotiate rescue
burden foray landslide nightmare resident

cathedral forward language nursery responsible
cattle freight launch onion rinse
certain frump laundry opposite rubbish

chamber frustrate lawyer ordeal rumbling
chimney gangplank lazily ourselves scatter
climate gather league paddle schedule
clumsy ghost length partly schoolhouse



continent gingerbread lesson passage scorpion
cowlick glinting liberty peaches scratched
crept goblet library peanut screech

cylinder graduate lizard pebbles shavings
dangle grandmother lodge peddle shelves

daughter guidance London perhaps shivery
destiny handle lotion pierce shortfall
diagram hankering lunar pimple shrimp
diaper haste majestic piracy shudder

distorted headache malice plateau sign
dither hedge marbles pleats siren
doubt hitched marine poison skateboard

eagerly honor married ponder smash
elimination individual mayor portray smirk
empower infection melody possible smuggle

Grade 4 (216)
abandon destructive grocery oxygen shoulder
abdomen dictionary guarantee paralyze shrewd
academy digestive guidance parameters signal
advantage dimension gymnastics peasant sneakers

annual disguise heroism pedestal soften
anteater distribute hibernate personality sought
aromas domestic homelessness persuade spectators
artificial dragnet humiliate pessimist square
attention drowsy humorist pierce squash
attitude dumbwaiter Icelandic poisonous stampede
audition dwelling inaugural poodles strawberry
barrier elevate infinity portable stubble

basically eliminate initials precious studio
bassoon elude introverted precipice stylish

belief engage intrude premium sufficient
benign entertain jaguar presence superb

blathering entrance janitor quaint surrender
bombard enviable jerkily quarrel suspenders
bounce equilibrium journey quarry swiveled
briefing essential judicial quaver symptom
brilliant estate legacy quince taught

camouflage exaggeration logical recite terrier
captivity excellent lounge recognize thirsty

caterpillar exceptional mammoth recommend threadbare
cathedral exquisite meadow redeem thumb

charity extinguish melancholy relics tomorrow
cheapskate familiar merger renewal tongue
clambering fanatic misfortune represent trivia



combustible farfetched Mississippi rescue trophy
communicate flexible moisture reveal trophy

comrades Florence molecule rickety tropical
congratulate fluency mountain scaffolding trudge
considerable foliage newlyweds scare tussle

contract fortunate notorious schedule twine
current fractions novelist science umbrella

dandelion frequent nuisance scorch unbearable
daughter fuselage objective scoundrel university
daunted gangster oblige sensitive unwavering

dehydrate gesture obsidian sentiments uppity
deliberate glimpse obstinate session utilize
descend grandeur orchestra settee valiant

Grade 5 (237)
abdicate concise fluorescent loathe penalty
absurd conquering forfeit Louisiana pennant

accelerate conservatory foundation lounge perimeter
accommodate consternation fracture makeshift petrify

accomplish contagious frigid manufacture Philadelphia
accustom continued frivolous marionette poisonous
achieve coronet fulcrum marooned postpone
agitation correlation furled mastiff precursor
alabaster crevice garret maximum prelude

algae cumbersome genetic meager premature
ambulance cymbal gigantic mechanic previous
ancestor daunted gourd medicinal prickliness
anthem dedicate governess methodical primitive

antipathy delicacy government mildew procession
anxious denounce guise mirth prohibit

approximate departure hangar misadventures protrude
arduous destination harvest mischief provoke
armadillo deteriorate hobnob mockingly purchase
associate digestive hoisted moisture qualms
available disaster hoodwink monopoly reassuring

avalanche dissemble hostile monstrous rebuked
banishment doffing huddle morale recognition

banquet domineer hydra morsel redeem
bedraggled dormer imbibe narration reggae

beneath drought incentive nausea revive
binoculars dungarees infamous navigate ridicule

blizzard employer infringe necessary rosette
bolide emporium infuriating nostalgia ruefully

boomerang equinox inspire obedient satchel
botany equivalent instantaneous obscure scrimmage



bulwark escalate inspire observant secretary
butterscotch evident intercept obstacle sensible

carcass exasperate invariably occasion sentinel
casserole excavate investigate opponent settee

cerebellum exceptional Japanese orchestra sherbet
Chesapeake explosive jostle outskirts shiatsu

Cincinnati exult jubilee overthrow significant
civilization famine kinsman paisley silverware
cohesive fascinate lanai pajamas sleigh

compassionate ferocious length parched solitary
compatible fertile liberate partridge sparsely

comprehend flourish likeness pauper speedometer

Grade 6 (204)
abbreviate cinnamon enigma insinuate ricochet
abolition clavicle epilogue intrigue rivulets

accommodate cliques equestrian irrigation ruminate
accompany commemorate exaggerate jurisdiction sagacity

adroitly connotation exhaust lambasted sanctuary
adversary consecrate exhilaration leonine segregate
affidavit consequence exorcism lozenge sentinel
agenda conspicuous extensive lucrative sepia

alabaster contaminate exterminate lustrous sheathe
alacrity continuous extraordinary magician sinewy

amalgamate contribute extravagant malaise skeptic
amateur controversy extricates mammalian skirmish

antagonism convenient fanciful manipulate slovenly
appreciate cordial fantastic martyr squalor
apprehend coronet fatality merengue stagnant
appropriate curator fatigue Methuselah stagnant

auction damask fervently peasantry stalwart
bankrupt dawdle figurative peninsula stationary

barbarous debilitate fragile penitent stevedores
barrette deceive fragrant perimeter stridency

bedraggled degrade full-fledged perpetual sturgeon
beneficial deodorant garbanzo persecute substitute

benevolent depression genuine persevere tangible
berserk derivative generalissimo plummet tempura
betrothal diabolical ghastly precursor tendrils

binoculars diligent global predicament testimonial
bodega diminutive gnarled prejudice thicket
bribery discretion hazelnut prerogative thyme

bric-a-brac divvy Herculean prestige torsion
campaign doldrums hibiscus propulsion tranquil
Caribbean duvet humanitarian punctuate travesty



cathedral earnest immigrant quashed treacherous
cavil economy impeccable quench triumph

celestial ecstasy imperious ravenous tuition
ceremony elaborate incomprehensible realistic tyrant
charioteer eloquent infuriate relinquish ultimatum
chilblains emerge infuriating respiratory unanimous

chimpanzee en route inhabitant retaliate unappealing
chronicle encroach inscribe retrieve utterance



sorry
south
spider
spin
spy

tabby
talk
tape
taxi

tenth
think
tile

tinker
tiptoe
tower
turn
twig
vase
view
wake
want
wear
wings

yummy
yelp



snide
snoozing
solution
speckled
sprinkling

square
squeeze
strange
structure

studio
subject
sudden
suitable
supplies
surrender
tantrum
tempting
tentacle

thousand
through



thunder
tournament
transparent

trendy
trumpet

unconscious
vanity

version
vigorous
village

volunteer
wading
wailing

valuables
vanity
Viking

vinegar
vineyard
volcano
voyage

waft
whimper

widespread
wilderness



splashdown
stupendous
subsequent
suffocate
superior

supposedly
tempest
tendrils

terminate
terrier
thief

thwart
tortoise

transform
treasurer

tuition
turmoil
tussle

umbrella
upbringing

Utah
vinegar

vivacious
widget
writhing



vaccination
vehicular
vexation

vice versa
vicinity
vitriolic

vociferous
Xanadu




